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According to Mark Falcoff, research fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, regardless of
Washington's commitment to supporting democracy in Latin America, the US government would
be forced to deal with whatever type of regime exists in Caracas. In an analysis released Sept. 9,
Falcoff writes that while an eventual military government in Venezuela would be "repugnant" to
the US government, Congress and public, the nation's extreme dependency on imported oil will
obligate Washington to deal with "whoever answers the telephone in Caracas." The price of such
pragmatism, however, would be "extremely high" for the US throughout the region. Falcoff says
that US officials could repeat that Venezuela "is an exceptional case" until exhaustion, but no Latin
American military institution would believe it. If democracy fails in Venezuela, Falcoff asks, what
could be expected of more fragile experiments elsewhere in the region? Falcoff suggests that the
decisions of Venezuelan politicians over the next few years may determine both US policy and
prospects for consolidating democratic political institutions throughout Latin America. Falcoff said
that he hoped Venezuelan politicians become aware before it is too late that US policy supporting
democracy in the region is at the mercy of developments in their country. Next, Falcoff asserts that
political stability in Venezuela is dependent on oil prices. Compared to 1981, real prices at present
are down by more than 50%. The attempted coup in February this year was in part the result of
declining oil revenue. Falcoff writes that Carlos Andres Perez, who in the 1970s presided over an
unprecedented "orgy" of spending and populism, was re-elected in 1988 on a platform promising
more of the same. However, once in office, the Perez administration imposed an austerity program
that has had enormous political and social costs. According to the UN Development Programme
(UNDP), 40% of Venezuelans live in poverty, and one in three households lack adequate income to
purchase foodstuffs necessary for maintaining basic nutritional standards. On paper, said Falcoff,
Venezuela looks good. In 1990 and 1991, Venezuelan GDP growth was 4% and 9.2%, respectively, the
highest rates in Latin America. However, the contradiction between an apparently buoyant economy
on the one hand and hunger on the other provided the "banner" for the coup attempt. Falcoff said
Perez will most likely finish his term in office. The key question at present, he added, is the nature of
Venezuela's future fashioned by political leaders: a return to populism, or continuity in the process
of political and economic modernization. (Source: Agence France-Presse, 09/09/92)
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